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line.of different machines was a ctsck of corrugated strawboard. 
It didn't take long for that pile of' corrugated strawboard to pass 
through each of these maciii.-es, but when it hod each sheet was a 
large box, having been cut, scored, punched, printed 5 sides in 2 
colours, and folded and stapled together into box-shape. The 
machines needed only the b-; rds to -c fed into them by a coude of 
girls and they did the rest.

Eliminate s pecimsutio.i? o.o, sir.1 As a matter of cold 
fact, it is recognised tint machines < re the result of specialisa
tion, and not the source of it. to. I fir. 11a throne tries to defend 
Old Man Clockwork as the ouster of specialisation.’

Perhaps.an explanation of the foregoing paragraph void 
be useful here. fell, chums, it's like this 'ere. Supposing you 
and a few ocher nuts were cast away on a desert island, (by an If- 
rit for convenience' sake) nd, after blackeniu.. the pore Demon's 
soul-for forgetting the beer, to say nothing of some wirmin and 
couple of song-papers, you found you had plenty to do to keep body 
and soul together end stem .oh and back-bone apart - what would you 
do? (Don't send me & post-card - I'm going to tell you) Now, you 
wouldn't each do your own fishing, spud-scraping, hut-building; and 
cooking, would you? You'd set one person to fish, and anothei’ to 0 
collect fuel, and anothei’ to bug-hunt and so on, thus reducing the 
impl erne i z <., ■ neccosary oy the number of persons cost away, and sav
ing the time which would bo wasted by each oerson .zandering all $ 
over the locality to do all his different .jobs. ,3ee?

Zell, it’s the same way in industry, and is rapidly be
coming more so. Instead of ■ ach craftsman making a match-box they 
now have one to make the insides, one to make the outsides, and a 
third party to stick the . gunny labels on, thus saving tools and 
time, ano, generously providing a free meal to the third party.

You get the idea, anyway.
fell,, it finally occurred to someone that he could make 

a machine uo stick them there 1 toels rn ten times as quickly, more 
precisely, and without the /.urn gluing up old finrib's float!, n g 
kidney, on account it hadn't got any.

The Idea spread, and to put it succinctly:- In every 
branch of industry possible, -nvd.- ctui’in:" operations are being 
broken up and simplified to a Ingres so that battery of machines 
can turn the goods out at r. ■,-uoh kwt-ir and cheaper rate, because 
e-ach machine repeats its own ..uy.ic opemti j;1 at rapid speed and 
passes the goods on to the n.;:t ■ --rm nical gent, thus economising 
in tools and saving the re.:..Ly amount of time wasted by
the human craftsman in chougia- from one oporution of manufacture 
to another. So you can o;,; th- L machines, fur from eliminating 
specialisation, are the direct outcome of th t method of Product
ion.

naturally machines are unable to assemble intricate mac
hinery and.so in those, industries where assembly is the main stage 
of production human labour is employed, although the principle of 
divided labour is still the same. J

Guch a place is Ford’s. And despite all the advantages 
that Division of .Labour orimys with it, i.e., speedier production, 
cheaper products and shorter hours, it is a fact that when carried *

.too far it can result in men screwing on ■ nut, bolting on a mud-
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Dahl Juve writing of his hero in "Stre 
understood that there were no red ra. □ 
the reason for the ghastly colouring t 
ried to where his aeroplane re poses i 
odious prig puts before all else his 
from his superior store of kno ./ledge, 
diously reading scientific fiction/

Perhaps the most surprising 
four issues was the frequency with Aj 
their heroes' predicaments by suggest 
ence-fiction story. I give extracts 
happened to read in succession:

ainers of Death", "At once he 
In the light. He explained 

o his parents and then hur- 
a its haur/vn " See how the 

desire to enlighten others 
derived, no doubt, from stu-

t a.i ;xt; ., m.. . \ r, about the 
hich the authors explained 
ing that they were in a sci- 

froi.i three stories that I

Hiles J. Breuer's "The rdtsgcrald^^ntraction" ? "Oh, I know. Von 
have read lots of stories in'th^’’ scneTice-f 17tion va,miu.se, put 
we're talking about the real probability in the' rol univer n" im
plying, though, just the opposite. ......... *
Dr. Keller's "The Conquerors’’1; "For years I have read all th. 
scientific fiction 1 "could lay my hands on. Some is good, /nd 
some is not so good, and some is rather poor.... ight now • m are 
in a science-fiction novel. He are doing more than writing it: we 
are living it."
Francis Flo ../s "The Land of the Biyos": "I read a story once - 
in one of those science-fieTion magaziiies it was - about a' trip to 
another world. The inhabitants of it were like .Houts" therebv i- 
dentifying it with the world the speaker happened to be in at that 
t ime.

- r this means authors added a specious conviction to 
their stories; it was a trick of literary infinite regress. It 
is not particularly to be condemned, one of the iiinor°trait8 of 
science-fiction that one finds on reading old stories.

In.concluding this mountaia-out-cf-a-molohill article I 
cannot refrain from quoting two further extracts from "streamers 
of Death", one of colossal naivety, and the other obviously writ
ten in 1929 rather than 1939:

"Dumar realised huge sums of money from his inventions but 
(1) he used practically all bis wealth in erecting great hosp

itals for the poor. In sone ways he was peculiar..’......"
He went bacx to the kitchen where he searched the refrig— 

(2) erator for a midnight lunch, and finished off with a bio- 
apple. "

Incidentally, I might add that at least five stories 
were worth re—reading, which, in view of the fact that there were 
only tv/enty stories in too four issues, is a very respectable av
erage.
BY : LUU I Cl K. HANS Oil

1 Jj 0 7 I I)..

There are two kind?, of langwiage at ■resent used by S.F. 
fans, vis: "bad" ana "American", the most able exponent of the 
former having long since gone to his fathers (where he was so good 
they stooped using coal and kept hot air furnace':;, and the defen
der and.champion of the latter having also acquired extinction by 
attempting.to say "Oh yeah?" wh n eating a bowl of tripe.
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BY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 1 JAMES RATHBONE

11 FAN OP CL 18 IV. 11
Voice of Fanopolis

He had a confused impression of being- slapbed on the 
back by ten thousand prise fighters and his right hand felt as 
though a bone-dissolving ray had been turned on it. I m potently 
protesting he was carried along on this wave of greeting and good 
spirits and deposited gently on the shore of intimacy and under
standing. Vaguely he knew that he was now fully accepted.

Gradually the tide of welcome subsided and the Neouhvte 
had an opportunity to take stock of his new companions. They”’were 
a diverse lot - young and old, strong and weak, dark and fair - 
but all had something in common. He sought in his mind for a clue 
to this, but abandoned it in order to concentrate on the questions 
pouring onto him.

They would like, it seemed, to know everything knowable 
about him. Macinpain, in fact, produced a huge note-book headed 
"practical Psychology", and began asking questions of quite a per
sonal character. Yorick Popkins produced another note-book and 
started to ask him what was his Favourite Story of the Month but 
was promptly sat on by ,0. R. Black. Thereupon Ego remembered the 
attach on Poldeggar’s 37th and sat on Black. Others joined in, 
and while they formed a scrum in the centre of the hall Barke and 
Macinpain drew the Neophyte aside.

Ten minutes later they had abandoned their attempt to 
make him a member of the newly formed Pan-Panning Society and the 
mess.in the middle.had cleared up. It seemed clear that the Mus
ic Night was definitely over now, for 'sortable desks and typewrit
ers were being hauled out, and soon the hull was a hive of indust
ry. Jhile some typed or read, others wandered round and looked 
over their shoulders, Diffidently the Neo byte asked Barke if 
this was not rather bad form.

"Good Lord, no.’" unclaimed the latter. "it might have 
been considered so in the early days, but now we realise that cur
iosity is the most vital force in man and allow of its satiation. 
And then, of course, it adds to the fun. The glorious uncertainty 
of slanging somebody in a letter without knowing whether he is 
reading it over your shoulder or not is one of the things that 
make life worth living. Come along, let’s see what’s happening.”

The Neophyte was not at all sure that Burke’s feel i ngs 
on the subject were shared by the rest, but he followed warily. 
Barke led the way to a spot behind one busy typist and motioned
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for silence. Awkwardly the Neophyte read over his shoulder:-
‘'Gear LIF‘ Hambell, I regret to inform you that the last 

issue of AS TOUT-DING was utterly hopeless. That you have the nerve 
to ask 30 cents for such damnable. bilge inspires admiration. The 
only story worth reading was de Tramp’s ''Mohawk from Mars1’. Your 
affectionate customers 0. NIC.

They moved away to a place behind 
Editor, The July Astounding was superb.’ 
yet. The decorations were the best yet. 
best yet. Everything was the best yet. 
an awful liar.

another critic, "Dear 
The cover was the best 
The Editorial was th-;

Yours, etc. P.S. I’m

The next person they encounter;.! was ilignetly engage..! 
in entering particulars of Amazing Stories into a huge filing-in
dex. Apparently he was very enthusiastic fan, for he was'also 
making percentage ratings of the stories by some ingenious moans 
of c'aruing 5% to each of twenty qualities. Parke and the 11,c- 
phyte endeavoured for a while to follow his mental and arithmet'- 
cal reasonings but soon discovered that the latter were suite a: 
incomprehensible as the former.

They became aware that they were not alone in their in
spection when two brawny hands appeared and seized the neck of th., 
computer who had just added 17% and 28% together to make 105%. 
”Jgo”, murmured Barke, "simply can’t stand for any violation of 
bis beloved mathematics. Ergo, the thuggee. But he won’t realy 
hurt him - he’s a very soft-hearted fellow."

They stood behind the next person for quite a while bef
ore the Neophyte realised what was wrong. Then, like a douche 
of icy water, it burst upon him that this fan was writing a letter 
by hand.’ Excitedly he pointed out to Barke the extraordinary 
phenomenon.

Barke smiled. "Yes", he answered, "this is Pie-can 
Pose-in-bloom, generally known as Pike. Thile a baby he was 
dropped on the head by & robot and ever since machines have been 
anathema to him. Ue was nearly banished from Fanouolis once for 
a battle with the Grizzly Bayer, but, bless you, he's more of a 
fan than any of the Council so they can’t do much about it. His 
only fault is his incurable optimism. lie concludes letters to 
science-fiction fans with the words "Good Heading".

But the letters seem pretty dull today. Come along and 
let’s see the fanmag section."

In the far end of the hall were situated ominous, squat 
contraptions that seemed quite capable of pouring forth the most 
deadly rays if they tried. Closer inspection, however, showed that 
these were nothing more than rotary duplicators, happily inter
mingled with hekto sets and printing outfits. A busy hum of work 
pervaded the atmosphere and all the workers seemed very sociable.

Their sociability did not affect their intolerance of 
interruption, as Barke and the Neophyte soon found. 7 h e n ever 
they came too near a press they were insultingly commanded to "va
moose", "vanish", "buzz off" or "hit the horizon", depending on 
the nationality of the worker. One sweating American, busy at 
something called "Le Zombie", muttered that he'd had one cartoon 
pinched by Fantaspoet for the PANTAST already, and he knew how 
Barke got his material for Bally, so would they please sheer off?
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Barke remembered his position as guide and refrained from violenc 
but could not resist pouring a tube of mimeo ink down Sucker’; 
heck as he bent over the stencil. Thile Sucker clutched at his 
back and made the air hideous with his cries, Barke clutched th 
Neophyte’s arm and made for the door.

"I sometimes wish they had never resurrected that buo- 
zard," he panted when they reached the open air again. "And nor 
for the sights of Fanopolis. Macinpain and Fantaspoet should ■ 
here waiting for us. Ah, there they are. But what in..." ha 
whistled thoughtfully.

The two in question calmly slid down ap<o ver grown Bolish- 
Beacon together with a third person whom the Neophyte did not re
cognise. "'Sailright", remarked Fantaspoet jauntily, "dear old 
Professor Sweet-and-Low claimed the other day that he’d invented a 
"friction-eliminator" so Nave here, and Louis Lankus and myself 
were just testing it. If the absence of a rear portion to Louis' 
pants is anything to judge by the dear old doc has been blethering 
again. Or maybe linking the positive and negative leads together 
didn’t do the generator any good. Anyway, we're ready to go now." 
BY FANTACiLIO

SO THIS Io ENGLAND?
-or-

Fong Prefers Patagonia.

’"Ay there, blighter, ’./here in 'Ales d’ya think yer o~ 
ing in such a rush? C'mon now, speak up or I’ll report ye.'"

"Please sir," replied a much bewildered Pong, "I am only 
looking for a species of animal called a "science fiction fan", 
but there is so much damnable fog dashing around this foreign 
country of yours that one is simply overwhelmed. Thy, right now, 
copper, I don't know whether I'm in London oi’ out in that place 
youse guys call the Moore's J"

'"Ay? That's that, you young scalawag? Oh, yez be from 
America, be yez? '311, that explains it then. Ifo yonder you acted 
like a., like a. ..what is it ye Americans call it...'a screw lost'.’ 
I suppose you remembered to check your license at the dock?"

"License, cossack, what license?"
"•Jell, blimey.' The little beggar doesn't know *ie needs 

a license to practise sciencefictionomy over ’ere. De ah , deah, 
those Americanos are SO ignorant.’ And I don't suppose yez even 
bothered to get a permit to walk in the early fog?"

"Permit to walk in the early fog.' Cripes, flatfoot, 
what kinda place is thist Do I have to have permission. to walk a- 
round in your old fogs?"

"O' course ye do, young whinpersnapper. How, we 'ave 
permits for early fogs, and permits fcr late fogs, but then yez 
can save toime by getting a permit for an all-day fog.' And quit+ 
calling me them names.' I am a Bobby.'"

"Bobby? Bobby what? You have to have a last name, gum
shoe. But then, you 3nglish afe iggerunt critters anyhow. Thy, 
copper, you don't even talk good English.' Tch, tch, tch.' Tell, I 
cawnt stand here all day blabbin' to you slue-foot, I simply cawnt-. 
I gotta find a science fiction fan.’"
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" 'Ay there.’" the disappearing traffic-snarler yelled af
ter Pong, "light ye tail-light, American, or somebody’ll run into 
ye.’"

"Now if that don't beat all hades.’" Pong snorted aloud. 
"These British shore are iggerunt.They think that ovex* in America 
Indians run wild and scalp everybody west of the Mississippi, that 
gangsters run everything east of the same river, and that we have 
lights on our tails 1 SOME country.’ The science fiction fans here 
can go heck.’ I'm going home where it's civilised and quiet.'" 
BY______________________________________________________________ jliZilSiLkl

My Task: the Task of Man

I am a man. I acknowledge a full share of those limita
tions which make man less than he might be or could be. Yet, with 
the race of man, I can declare myself heir to those potentialities 
of greatness which enable man to sustain himself on the flood of 
time. I am even more: I am man. In a toiverse where no mote of 
matter exists independent of the being of every similar mote in 
that universe, the fruits of no entity accrue to itself alone. 
Every man is the keeper of his brother, responsible both for and 
to him. No one exists without the pall of the deeds and being of 
his fellows.

Being thus declared, you shall understand the meaning of 
the task I speak of, nor censor me for its ambition. For it is 
given nan to venture where angels fear to tread.

A house divided against itself cannot stand. No more 
can a nation or a race of nations divided against itself stand. 
My first task, the one precluding all others, must be to make the 
nations of earth one. The day which sees the brotherhood of man 
united under one flag shall see a rejuvenation of the human race.+ 
It must also be my duty to abolish all such evils as feeble-mind
edness, corruption in government, poverty and disease. To show me 
the way I shall call not the political demagogues, but the wisest 
men of the planet; men trained in the tasks appointed then. ’Then 
these things have been accomplished, it will then be time for me 
to formulate a philosophy which may guide my further labours, so 
that I shall know upon the attainment of what goal my efforts are 
to be expended. If I judge the present inclinations and temper of 
man aright, that goal will be the conquest of all knowledge. If 
the fruit be still forbidden, it may yet be striven for, although 
the fullness of it shall not be obtained.

Nor shall I fail, as I gather the wisdom of the future 
in the generations of my posterity, to apply it for the benefit of 
humanity, through the administration of those who prove their wis
dom most worthy of the task. The weather and climate shall yield 
to my control and hidden resources be made known for my use. Then, 
truly, the son of man shall inherit the earth. But I shall not 
stop here, for the stars beckon outward, and in the furthermost 
reaches of the universe my foot shall eventually be set in the et
ernal ouest for truth.
BY___________________________________________ ________ FRANK SK3RBZCK 

Two fantasies by BRSMITH next month.’ J
COMING - BURKE, ROBB, 7ARTIER, MICHEL, G0TTLIFF3, RATHBONE.’
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AUGJSJ 'OLIDAY.

Readers are the best judges of the aptitude of the above 
title. Hitherto FANTAST has been the essence of punctuality but 
the usual distractions of summer time, coupled with a belatedly 
sudden arrival of summer weather, has made this issue even later 
than the fortnight we announced.

Despite the sustaining efforts of McIlwain and Hanson, 
this particular issue does not seem, to our mind, to be up to par. 
In declaring this, we carefully forestall whatever brickbats may 
come in on that score and at the same time resolve that such will 
not happen again.

Probably the' greatest void is left by the non-appearance 
of Smith, who had material in all of our last three issues. This 
omission is merely temporary, for the next issue will contain two 
new ornithologies - "It's a Devil" and "The Benefactor". Also in 
our next will be a very entertaining 'short' by John F» Burke, fi
nally capping the conscription question and, with luck, a rather 
good article on Messiahs by Osmond Robb. In addition, we have on 
hand really good verse by Rathbone, Michel, Gottliffe and Harry 
Harner, an article by Julian Parr and a neat short story by an 
American fan. Worthy of especial note is the first of a series of 
book reviews by Charles Rowlands. Rowlands is an enthusiastic 
collector and will bring to your attention off-trail fantasies you 
might otherwise quite easily miss.

We should like to express our thanks to those stalwarts 
who have tried so hard to "boost" Fantast. Chief among these are 
Arthur Clarke, William Temple, Ted Carnell, John r. Burke and Louis 
Kuslan, but to the anonymous others also, we are deeply grateful.

There was a slight rise in the number of voters this 
month, thirteen commenting as compared with eleven last month. It 
seems, however, by reason of the paucity of ratings of the fourth 
issue, that some of these are dropping off. '7e hope this is false.

The positions were as follows:- 1st."Folly"—8.875. 2nd. 
"Fanopolis 2"—3.75 (a rise of .97). 3rd."On Hords..."—8.25. 4th. 
"The Introvert"—7.96. 6th."Visit to a Factory"—6.4G.' 5th."This 
Man and Machine Business"—6.625, 7th.Cover—5.44. Sth."On Cons
cription"—4.54. Average for the issue—7.10 (as opposed to 6.63 
last month).

So we improved.' The issue, though, was not as well bal
anced as the second, Notice the drop of 1.50 between "The Intro-+ 
vert" and its closest rival, and the further drop between Rath
bone's article and Kay's. Hith regard to the latter, from three 
people (no names!) it received one mark, which should be a record. 
Sven discounting these, though, it was the least liked article . 
"Fanopolis" was awarded five tens by well-meaning people, or t w o 
more than even "Folly" got.. . The rest were unexceptional.

Before closing, we should like to offer our condolences 
to Roland Forster who was badly injured in a road accident while 
on holiday. Best of luck, Roland, and don't try conclusions with 
a brewer's dray in future. Remember, beer is best...

’7 e recommend
COSMIC TALES ----  MACABRE
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Our Elephants, I fear, have gone off on a /y 0 L L Y 
_£____h____ li------- 2------- ii------- §------- 1----------------2/protr-; ct e d bun-bend !

Back next month .
FANTASY is not a news magazine, but we arc nevertheless grateful 
_to Standard Magazines for this advance information

"Here* s up-to-the-minute informal! n rega.oling our companion 
science fictionmagazin.es, TrIRILLIHG YONDER STORIES and STARTLING- 
SYORIES.+++For THRILLING YONDER STORIES we've just finished sched
uling a line-up of complete novels for the coming years where i n 
the most popular authors in science fiction will be represented. 
Important novels by such writers as Manly Hade .Tollman, Frederic 
Arnold Kummer, Jr.., Clifford D. Simak, Carl Jacobi and Jack "Willi
amson. And don’t forget—each of these novels will be published 
in our special scientifiction section, illustrated profusely by 
such artists as Brown, Finlay, Hesso and Faul.++++New sequels ore 
coming up! Remember THE MAK 7ITHOUT A WORLD, by the sons of Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, John Coleman and Hulbert, which was published in 
our Tenth Anixi vers ary Issue? They've written an excellent sequel 
to their first yarn, THE LIGHTNING MEN, and it will be featured in 
a very early issue. Gordon A. Giles will continue bis "Via" ser
ies. And, if you want the series continued, Kelvin Kent wfll fol
low up with the further adventures of Fete Manx, time-traveler.+++ 
Speaking of series, we’re soon planning to publish Robert Arthur's 
streamlined interplanetary story, SONG AT T7ILIGIIY, featuring the 
first in the exploits of the Andy Hardy family of the future.+++++ 
Recall the unicue cover of the Tenth Anniversary Issue? At that 
time Ray Cummings wrote an interesting article explaining its pos
sible interpretation. Yell, Ray has since done much better. lie’s 
written a special story based on that cover, 3HAD07 GOLD, and it's 
slated for early publication. Hatch for it. /Surely we also re
call SHADOW GOLD, October 1936?7+ + + + + + You wonT want 
to miss the January number of STARTLING STORIES. If you're a Ham
ilton fan, you'll find the issue doubly attractive for the book
length novel is THE THREE FLANETEERS, written, of coarse, by Ham
ilton. It's one of the most dramatic novels we've published in a 
long while, and Virgil Finlay's masterful Illustrations do the 
story justice. Cover for the January issue will be .by Brown.+++ 
There are things happening at STRANGE STORIES, too. Good things. 
And we'll have a report on them for you in the near future.
Leo Margulies 22 7est 4Sth Street, New York City, N.Y. , U.S.A.

Pencilled profusion from Michel1st dilettante, "Doc" Lowndes:
"Turner's cover is most excellent and admirably symbolic of 

your content, well executed and conceived. Am delighted to obser
ve that the righthand margins are even and that the mimeographing 
is uniformly legible.+++Now for the content: "Dark Horizon" is 
entirely well done and the same may be said for Gottliffe’s poetry. 
"Things Are Not 'That They Seem" suffers from a somewhat schOol-es- 
sayish composition, while "Oceana" mixes the informative and poet
ic styles to the injury of both and the general effect. "The Au
thor & the Idea" just missed being good doggerel, lacking in 
smoothness.. "Necronomicon, A Chapter From" I regret to say, is a 
failure for ne. You see, this "dark book" business is really a 
very quiet, subtle type of humour — in which the joke is on the 
victim, /most jokes are7 and to mix it with the broader, belly-

fictionmagazin.es
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laugh, slapstickish type is to spoil the former without adding 
anything. "Fanopolis" is excellent, as is your editorial & "Fan- 
tast’s Folly”.+++Personally, I an against purely scientific artic
les in "Fantast”. They are out of place no. matter how well done. 
/Others think so too, therefore-----no science/ Poetry (or verse, or 
doggerel) with fantastic (or "f an-1 as tic") overtones (or undertones) 
certainly belongs. As for fan fiction - isn't that dependent upon 
the number of MBS written up to your standard? Providing they're 
well done and fantastic, I should say two every issue is fine, /or 
one, plus serial?7*++Kay I inject a word on pacifism? 7 c must 
draw distinctions here. So we mean by "pacifist” one who believes 
in peace at any price, or one who believes in striving for peace, 
but who will support a just war ("just war” - a war of any nation 
or people to preserve their independence and culture: "unjust war" 
- a war for the purpose of conquest or exploitation ofoother nati
ons or peoples). /A pacifist is simply one who will not support 
violence as a. means of settling controversy/ If we mean the first 
type of pacifist, then it can be safely said that this person in
creases the danger of war, for to vacillate, surrender, appease or 
refuse to resist any given danger is to increase that danger. On 
the other hand, that pacifist who is constantly fighting (or stri
ving) for a just peace, but who will not hesitate to support a 
just war and makes no secret of this attitude, is actually aiding 
in decreasing the danger of war, for to take a firn stand, to re
sist intelligently any given danger is to decrease that danger, he 
must not, however, be misled by labels. Too many people, seeing a 
label placed upon a given situation, arc immediately either for or 
against, according to the label, without examining the situation 
to determine whether or not this label is a correct description or 
a disguise. This inability on the part of many to distinguish is 
of inestimable value to the enemy in any case. A man running away 
may be in cowardly non-resistance, or he may be doing the most in
telligent thing under the circumstances. Conversely, a man stick
ing by his guns, refusing to budge, may be resisting^valiantly or 
may be throwing himself and his abilities away like an utter fool. 
An excellent example of labels used as a disguise occurred recent
ly in fandom at what was called the "7orld SF Convention”. Under 
the label of "Americanism” six prominent fans were refused admit
tance by those fans in charge. The label was supposed to mean 
"protection of the American ideals of tolerance, fair play, equal 
rights to all under the law, etc” from enemies of those ideals. 
Actually it was a case of cowardly suppression, on the part of the 
fans in charge, of the six fans whom the committee did not dare 
face publicly because of their own guilty consciences. They them
selves having violated grossly all these "American” practises they 
claimed to hold so dear,”
RTLowndes 1197th Co. CCC, Portland, Conn, U.S.A.

Personal, but of wide interest, is this letter from FANTASY:
"Your high opinion of "Child of Power” w a s particularly 

encouraging as though i, too, rated this story as one of the best 
of its kind I had ever read, I was quite expecting to find readers 
objecting to it as containing insufficient action o r scientific 
interest. No doubt it will come in for a certain amount of criti-
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cism but your emphatic approval of it, together with other letters 
we have already had in praise of it will strengthen our confidence 
in the choice of such outstanding stories as this.+++Incidentally, 
the illustration to ’’Child of Power” which you so much admired was 
by Origin, whose work, I agree, does vary in quality but who, at 
his best, takes quite a lot of beating, /Ve still prefer Turner 
and B1OW/+++ Ie will bear in mind your warning not to overdo the 
invasion-from-space theme but, so long as the present dearth of 
really well-written science—fiction stories continues, the choice 
of editors will remain sadly limited. 7e may know what we want, 
but to get competent authors to deliver it is an altogether dif
ferent matter.”
0 Stanhope 3qrigg-ToWer House, Southampton Strpet, Strand, LOnLON.

Gunner Hans on (Militiaman 10030491) leaves his searchlight for a 
moment (thereby imperilling the shores 7f "Omaire) to annov a hard- ’ 11 "J 1 11 —I 1 — '■.. —'■ .■■■■ -. ».>—.. - -- -- - r ' — — -. ■ - — _|, - ... i i. IL, u I ■working editor:

"The latest issue of Sally was cheerfully addressed to me as 
Maurice K(iller) Hanson by your pacifistic colleagues in Liverpool 
and the sight aroused a .pang of envy in me. How nice to be a con
scientious objector, I thought. For them the whole question of 
force or no force is settled once and for all. They have chosen, 
and their.peace of mind must be wholly delightful, and they are 
fully entitled to it. Moreover, if they aren’t cheeky to the tri
bunal they stand a good chance of avoiding six months’ incarcerat
ion with the flower of democratic y utb. +++!?. spite of my envy it 
does seem to me that there are circumstances in which force is ne
cessary and army service is a direct corollary of this conclusion. 
I am not sure that one is justified in taking orders from Mr. Cha
mberlain’s Government, as one must eventually do, but, at least, 
another rifle in;trained hands will be useful on the side of the 
proletariat when the revolution comes.+++Should there be any fan 
who is expecting to do military service before long, the likeli
hood is that he will have to put up with moderately abundant tho' 
usually poorly cooked food, a vast amount of physical discomfort, 
a lot of quite vigorous exertion, fairly rigorous ■ discipline, a 
variety of deprivations of liberty both serious and petty (such as 
walking about with hands in pockets), a fair amount of boredom and 
incalculable amounts of cleaning, polishing and just waiting about. 
M IC Hanson C Troop, 133 Battery, 21st Searchlight Depot, R.A.

D 0amp, Blandford, .Dorset_. 
If there’s one thing England can be proud of, it is the affection 
which her American daughter has 'towards her:

’’You English are a race of expanded Egos. You won't admit 
that you make mistakes and therefore you can’t profit by them. The 
only reason you look down upon us Americans is because we won’t a- 
gree with you and acknowledge that the English rule the world. 
Should we do that we would be tops among nations. But somehow our 
individualities would not allow us to acknowledge any nation is 
right all the time. Not even our own. Unless we have definite 
proof, and the way England has been back-sliding and runninaway 
lately doesn't give us any proof that the British Lion is to be 
feared. Rather, I think, she has turned into a big, fat house-cat 
that will lick any hand that will say you arc pretty nice. She
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wants praise, and will go to any length to get it, even to the ex
tent of backing down to a smaller-, weaker, contemptiblqhation that 
is ruled by a mad-man. /70W!.' .'7
Nita Carmelle 6659 3. Ingleside Avenue, Chicago, Ill., U.S.AA 

"How raw our Militiamen 1ook' Poor suckers, three—quarters 
of them don't know what it's all about and when they do it'll be 
too late. Meanwhile, there's fun and games. The loathsome hypo
crisy of it all.' Hardening young muscles to be ripped out by high 
explosive - expanding young lungs to be rotted by poison-gas. And 
they call it National Fitness.' The pity of it is that for a cer
tain kind of undisciplined weakling the training is beneficial in 
itself - but what about the aims of the training? How few of them 
can see past theif noses - beyond the immediate pleasure of mixing 
with jolly comrades and tinkering with ingenious mechanisms - bey
ond that prologue to the horror of the tragedy that follows. Glo
rified Boy Scouts the conscripts are just now — sickened butchers 
they’ll be too soon.+++"Horizon" is a thought-provoking fragment, 
that calls for fuller development of its gloomy theme. I do not 
think I should weep like Hr, Williams over the ruthlessness of the 
conquering birds. Man's path to supremacy over the lower animals 
is bloody enough -* in all conscience. Think of the multifarious 
species that have become nearly oi* totally extinct as the results 
of human interference; the harmless dodo of Mauritius, butchered 
in great numbers by ignorant sailors; the once numerous hordes of 
bison and buffalo, now shrunk to comparative handfuls..... See de 
Camp's "Living Fossil" for a biologist's view of this sorry state 
of affairs. And do you think that the mentality of a bird would 
be so much akin to our own that it would take pleasure in the er
ection of monuments - a typically human piece of foolish vanity? 
"Oceana" is another atmospheric piece and,considering its brevity, 
unexpectedly powerful. The notion of the sea as a living monster 
is new to me and well put over, with an admirable avoidance of 
clichefe. As for its ultimate summons to doomed mankind - that's a 
tremendous idea, and should be worked into a story before somebody 
steals it.
Osmond P, H. xobb 107 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh, Scotland. 
A letter from Pie-can (see ^Fanopolis11 - no disrespect' intended .') 

"'.Yell* having got over my B— B— (C,”as you say) exam., here 
I am back again and full of zest, perhaps.'+++7as surprised to 
learn that Harold Kay was the militarist in the woodpile. Just 
before getting Fay I had received a letter from him and replied to 
it mentioning that I was going down to London, but I sealed the 
envelope with a P.P.U. sticker, so? Haven’t heard from him since. 
+++I am fairly sure that conscription will be extended as soon as 
facilities are available and can tell you where all this is lead
ing in one word - FASCISM. Probably a nice, refined British vari
ety, but still fascism.+++Disagree entirely with Harold Kay (of+
course). His drivel shows that he has not the faintest idea of
Pacifism and, like many others of his ilk, ventures to place all
that he may dislike in the other camp. As witness the fact that
the Peace Pledge Union is at the moment subsidised by Moscow gold, 
whilst its members are Hitler’s agents in Britain - according to 
your shade of "popular" newspaper.+++Just an aside - you deserve 
12 out_of 10 for —the lettering on the cover and arrangement of 
same /praise Harry/ and also for’the blurb at the base. It was so
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nice of you to mention me.' /Grrr.'7
J M Rosenblum -1 Grange Terrace, Chaoeltown, Leeds 7
And, of course , DRSmith.'

'nOnce more I wade right into the pleasant task of discuss
ing the latest Fantast. The cover is undoubtedly the best 
yets though I'm afraid I don't see the connection between t h c 
drawing and the title. A little too deep for- me. The lettering io 
more attractive, I can't quite make up my mind whether I entirely 
like.'the omission of capitals, but the massive characters look 
less amateurish than the thin ones of previous issues. And it is 
a delightful crack of yours at the bottom.+++7illiam's story was a 
very good one in many respects, the idea in particular being at
tractive', but ’it seems to me that it could have been more effect
ively told. In a narration of such a vast tragedy the intrusion of 
the rather petty details of personal emotions and mental compari
sons prevents the reader getting the requisite atmosphere of dread. 
I think it might have been better told in the third person, and 
certainly the last paragraph softened the climax unnecessarily. 
Also, to one who is not familial’ with London, the account of the 
wandering through the strangely altered streets was not particul
arly interesting. Also, through all the story there is no mention 
of what light he saw the city in, whether the dull, monotonous 
light of a gloomy winter's day or the sparkling, clear air of a 
summer evening after rain.+++These are small things, but they 
count. As minor details I will mention that the hero saw a deuce 
of a lot in the light of a match, (and here again there is no men
tion of the effect produced by such dim radiance) and that taloned 
wings are things of the past, not the future. Nevertheless I think 
it a praiseworthy effort.+++"Prel.ude for Murder" suffers for two 
reasons in my mind. The first is that to my ear the meter limps a 
little in places. The second is that my irresponsible and unworthy 
subconscious insists on rhyming the last two lines together,there
by ruining the effect. /Recapitu1ation:

"...You say this was before the Flood, 
But...............what if I am in the Hud?" ■

It got us, too, but we hoped our readers would ~Be~more seriously 
inclined! / Also the form bears some resemblance to a ballade, and 
I expected another verse and an envoi. It seems too much of a 
tumti-tumti-tumti-tum poem altogether for its morbid subject. The 
form of the second is more thrilling but the subject is ridicu-+ 
ious. That prevents anyone singing at his work? 7hy is it so ter
rible to have to do anything useful? Pooey.+++7asn't it Dunsany’s 
Hr. Jorkens who fled from some pursuing trees? I was impressed 
when I read it, considerably more than by Gottliffe's effort, at 
the end of which I was left wondering why be blamed the tree for 
anything. It would have been more in keeping with the general im
pression I received if he had had to chuck the spade at a pink el
ephant. +++"The Author and the Idea" was quite a relief after the 
somewhat morbid nature of the ^receding contents, in spite of the 
rather well-worn character of the plaint it escaped being dull, 
and one does not expect technical perfection from a humorous poem. 
+++There is at least one blatant example of poor grammar in "Ocea*- 
na". "I knew now" should be either "I knew then" or "I know now", 
the latter, which would have been the best, involving the other 
two verbs being placed in the past definite instead of the pluper-
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feet. I'm surprised at you letting a thing like that get hy the 
editorial blue-pencil.+++"The Chapter from the Necronomicon" (wasv 
the spelling in the heading intentional?) was an amusing burlesque 
the ending being particularly funny, though it might have had more 
snap to it. The humour seemed to creak a little in places, but 
still..........+++"Fanopolis" continues on its happy way, and I have no
hesitation in awarding the usual full marks for this instalment.++ 
+Your full-page editorial was certainly more than a mere stop-gap. 
To answer questions, I do not want purely scientific articles un
less they are very unique or have some special claim for consider
ation, I don't mind verse in the present quantities, (that'll 
make you whistle), and I have no particular preferences for the 
amount of fiction except that I'd sooner read a good essay than a 
poor story.+++"Fantast’s Folly" continues to be an extremely en
tertaining and instructive feature. Mr. Kay's fire-breathing let
ter made an excellent start, and I admire the skilful way in which 
you parried his rather clumsy slashes. Hanson's letter is a pleas
ure to read,my own beautiful name, occurring three wonderful times.' 
That quatrain he admires so much he had the pleasure of reading 
over a year ago - I know now how much attention he pays to my let
ters. But I must not say things like that, or he'll wave his 
searchlight at me. Clarke is another good letter writer as well as 
an excellent, shrewd critic of essays. I am surprised at Burke+ 
casting such futile wishes at me. They are futile, for, as those, 
who in moments of hallucination have made anidd of me will ttK.ll 
you, not only are my feet of clay, but most of the rest of me as 
wall. Mr. Rathbone came perilously near the truth in his comments
on my essay. I did not actually write for 
definitely wanted to say what I did, but 
importunate editors caused me to drive my 
than coax her tenderly as I prefer.

the sake of writing, I 
equally it is true that 
muse with a whip rather

D.cSmith 13 Church Toad, Martshill, 
And finally:

Six handkerchiefs bedeck my bed, 
'Cos by tomorrow I'll be dead,

Nuneaton, 7 arwks.

By James P. 
Bathbone, and 
dedicated: 
"Hy dear de
luded D. R. S. , 
to you in de
rision"?

- Nor seek for sign with wick and tallow - 
Hy inspiration's lying fallow.
My laughter with my heart has gone— 
I've no machines to gaze upon;
And in the blasted night it seems 
A petrol engine haunts my dreams 
Adown the corridor of days, 
Achanting various technic lays... 
Because I would prefer machines 
To dear old Granny's knitting-pins. 
Oh woe.' Oh weep;
Nor let me sleep
Until my cruel tormentor cries 
"Oh, J.P.R., I've gone too far - 
I've made mistakes of whopping size.' 
And yet (he-he.') I really must 
Express my mirth before I bust...
I'm wondering how in earth's creation 
You lost your big imagination...

I


